Fabrics
Cumberland offers four grades of fabrics manufactured by Camira, Carnegie, CF Stinson, DesignTex, Maharam and Mayer. Each grade
offers a wide choice of features and colors. For your convenience, fabric libraries and grade classification by each manufacture are listed
on our website: http://www.cumberlandfurniture.com/materials/fabric/
For samples and technical information please contact the manufacturer using the provided information below
Camira
1.616.288.0655
camirafabrics.com
Carnegie
1.800.727.6770
carnegiefabrics.com
CF Stinson
1.800.841.6279
cfstinson.com
DesignTex
1.800.221.1540
dtex.com
Maharam
1.800.645.3943
maharam.com
Mayer
1.800.428.4415
mayerfabrics.com
Fabric Requirements
Yardage requirements shown are based on non-directional 54” wide material applied railroaded. The following conversion chart should be
used to determine yardage requirements when COM is less than 54” wide and/or has a repeat of 2” or more. Add together the vertical
and horizontal repeat to determine which column should be used as a reference. Cumberland reserves the right to railroad or apply fabric
according to weave unless instructions specify otherwise. Fabrics are railroaded when possible to avoid seams in large upholstered areas
and/or single cushion units. If a fabric is questionable, a cutting of adequate size showing full repeat (if any) should be sent to Cumberland
for a fabric quotation. Cumberland reserves the right to request additional yardage of COM/COL at customer expense based on
pattern/repeat size. To determine the possibility of reduced yardage requirements for orders of ten (10) or more units, please contact
Customer Service.
Plain Fabric
2" - 10" Repeat
11" - 20" Repeat
21" - 25" Repeat
26" - 30" Repeat
31" - 35" Repeat
36" - 40" Repeat
41" - 45" Repeat

54" Wide
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53"-51" Wide
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25%
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50"- 48" Wide
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50%
55%
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47"- 45" Wide
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55%
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44"- 36" Wide
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%

Customer’s Own Material (COM) and Customer’s Own Leather (COL)
We recommend all material be shipped ROLLED (instead of folded). Cumberland reserves the right to reject any COM or COL that we feel is
inadequate for any reason and assumes no responsibility for its overall appearance, flammability, normal durability, color fastness or any
other quality after upholstered on a Cumberland product. Cumberland cannot be held responsible for performance, color accuracy, or
weaving of COM materials. Cumberland will not be held responsible for receipt of defective COM/COL material as all COM/COL materials
are accepted as first quality goods. All responsibility for COM shipments is between the purchaser and textile source.
When using COM or COL ship materials freight prepaid to our factory:
Cumberland Furniture
ATTN: COM/COL Dept, Dock 9
322 Terminal Street SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
Each package must be identified and marked with:
1. Purchasing dealer name and purchase order number
2. Cumberland acknowledgement number
3. The product name on which the fabric or leather is being applied
4. Fabric name, number and color
5. Other pertinent information which will enable proper COM/COL identification
Dual Upholstery Applications
All seating ordered with contrasting upholstery is subject to a $150 List upcharge. Cumberland must approve contrasting upholstery
applications. If approved, contact factory for COM/COL requirements. The following pricing conditions will apply:
1. Combination using a Graded Fabric and COM or COL will be priced at the Graded Fabric price.
2. Combination using a Graded Leather and COM or COL will be priced at the Graded Leather price.
3. Combination using a Graded Fabric and Graded Leather will be priced at the Graded Leather price.
4. Combination using two Graded Fabrics will be priced at the higher priced grade
5. Combination using two Graded Leathers will be priced at the higher priced grade
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Fabric Testing
Cumberland upholstery artisans are highly skilled and able to work with most fabrics specified or supplied. Occasionally, fabrics are
specified or supplied that will not work on a specific Cumberland products. This includes both graded fabrics and COM fabrics. In these
rare cases, you may be informed of the inability to use the fabric on the Cumberland item you’ve ordered. The inability of using your fabric
selection will delay the ship date of your upholstered furniture and your acknowledgement will be revised based on the fabric arrival date
and current manufacturing capacity. To prevent these sort of delays, Cumberland will gladly test any fabric free of charge. To use this free
service, please contact the fabric manufacturer and request that a memo sample is sent to:
Cumberland Furniture
ATTN: Fabric Testing Department
321 Terminal Street SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
Most fabric manufacturers will gladly send out memo samples if a project name and the design firm is specified.
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